Jack and Annie’s Secret Message
Dolphins at Daybreak
We saw an animal squirt ink. Do you know its name?
kan a dolphin squirt ink end kan we use ti to draw?
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Two dolphins make noises like clicks. What do you think they are saying?
I think the clicks so they like jeck adn Annie too
A light shines deep in the ocean. Where is it coming from?
We went by red, yellow and blue coral on our ride. What else will we see?
i think Jack and Annie well see lots ov fish but I do not know wat kind.
Yikes! This mini-sub has cracks. We must get back!
vill the giant octopus hurt Jak ad Annie? Who
wil help them 🎵
A hammerhead shark! Oh no!
We are too tired to float. We let the dolphins give us a ride to the red reef.
I think Jack and Annie will be safe from the shark now. Do you 🌊
We did not see the oyster clue on the red reef. How did we miss it?
doo yoo think Jack and Annie will miss tha
dolphins 🐬
We want another adventure soon. Do you think we will hear music where we go?